Windows-Software for the documentation of analysis-results of MAPY, LEAK-MASTER®, MAPMAX and other WITT- equipment with integrated or separate analysis.

Benefits
- quality control by means of data transfer and storing
  - date and time
  - user (name or examiner)
  - lot data
  - product line data
- export data interface for further interpretation of measured data in MS EXCEL®
- data transfer to Control Unit (touch screen control)
  - product data
  - administration of product names
  - administration of user names inclusive access code
- logging and readable from up to 21 analysers
- multilingual interface: German, English, Spanish, Italian, Polish, French, Dutch (more to follow)

System requirements

Operating system
WINDOWS® 2000, XP, Vista, 7

Hardware
graphic resolution min. 800 x 600 pixel
standard Ethernet cable installed by customer

Compatibility
all MAPY, LEAK-MASTER®, MAPMAX and gas mixers with integrated analysers
  – please specify device number with order –